BLACC SUN
(Shinin In Darkness)

To All Potential Readers:

First and foremost, I would like to thank you for considering this work of creative writings. Blacc Sun (Shinin In Darkness) is my introduction to you all. I intend to build a "FAM" base with you all and I start by giving you a variety of writings to give you an insight on the man behind the pen. Soon I will release more work that holds deeper meanings as well as my Urban Books and a General Thriller novel which has already been written. This is not even half of what I have to offer. Allow me to connect with you.

Johnny L. Jones (Tell)

Johnny L. Jones
V15226
Union C.I.
7819 N.W. 228 St.
Reiford, Fl 32026

BORN LEADER ALSO COMMUNITY CONSCIOUS
SPIRITUALLY UNITING W/ NATURE
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I Am

My Spiritual Entity refuses despondency. Thus, the "I Am" in me refuses to be broken.

Although self gratification is no longer obtained from activities I normally participate.

The divinity is Inseparable. The power wisdom bestows offers satisfaction Immeasurable.

Today I view tomorrow; the future manifest in the present.

One with the Universe. Connected to all whom comprehends the unspoken message.

Meanings within meanings, significant words hold life.

Pay attention to the conversationalist direct expressions the writer writes Felicitate the performance. This is the inner most "being" being exposed.

The Nocturnal Visionary hoping to shine light on all seeking Unification. Crying for Edification. Tired of relating with Alone Empower me as I search for my rightful position as I validate self worth.

Witness the growth. prosperous mentally I am instrumental. Can you see the life within?

No More words Needed For 'I AM'

Johnny "Stac" Jones (1982)
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Knowing Feeling Understanding

Know it in your heart, feel it in your soul, understand it in your mind. What means nothing is easily forgotten, what matters withstands the hardship of time.
The struggle means nothing, overcoming them builds character and pride.
Through the struggle, we fight knowing God will protect and provide.
Even in those moments when all seems bleak and lost, or in those seconds where we lose all train of thought.

Know it in your heart, feel it in your soul, understand it in your mind.
No one is perfect and even the greatest makes mistakes sometimes.
As long as we admit them and learn from them, we're better than we were at first.
At the same time, we must forgive even the transgressions that hurt the worst.
Only then can we achieve the glory that ours to hold.
Only then can we withstand the weight that seems unwilling to let us unload.

Know it in your heart, feel it in your soul, understand it in your mind.
The greatest times are to come and get claimed as yours and mine.
The doubt that clouded judgement will never effect me so this is one battle the devil will not win.
My faith in you continues even when circumstances have you determining.
I will persevere, we will reunite, the fire will burn, the light will shine.
You will make it, you will hold on, that's something I know inside.

Know it in your heart, feel it in your soul, understand it in your mind.
Relationships may fail, associates may bail, a true friend last a lifetime.
Even when you don't move to the rhythm they beat or act how they want you to.
Still the loyalty lives and they accept your faults without trying to belittle you.
That's why I'm still here for you, you'll recognize and respect it in due time.
I know it in my heart, I feel it in my soul, I understand it in my mind.
FIRE

Sometimes I cry but no tears leave my eyes
so I sit round meditating while constantly crying inside
"What are you crying for I ask myself? What are you yearning for?"
Sometimes I'll answer myself but sometimes the answers I abhor
Secretly wanting more never fully satisfied
Appreciating what I have and thanking Yehweh at all times
Still wondering why it's so hard for me to obtain what I desire
Fire.. Fire... Fire..... Fire.....

She's just a woman nothing more and nothing less
But I see so much in her, that's because she's realized she's blessed
What am I supposed to say, how can I remain respectful and aloof
Why do I feel as thought there should be something I can do
How can I imagine to smother something that I can't even define
Sometimes I feel as thought I am truly losing my mind
Fire.. Fire... Fire..... Fire.....

Shadows are playing true, Voices are calling again
Every heart beat seems to have embraced a tune
Visions of fairy tales that come true in a fantasy land
Candy Coated Rain drops soda water falls chocolate and vanilla sand
Words hold deeper meanings then the average can comprehend
No more listening to respond, its all come to listening to take it in
Still wondering why its so hard for me to obtain what I desire
Fire.. Fire... Fire..... Fire.....

From the soles of my feet to the pit of my stomach it continues to rise higher
It warms, it heats, it burns It's...

Fire.. Fire... Fire..... Fire.....

Johnny L Jones
A Hoodsta Got Feelings

How Could a man like me imagine to find a compatible mate? Someone who's strong enough to take the situations I bring... My lifestyle ain't been the best, and my point of view was so messed up I couldn't even realize when I was blessed. Done had some good chicks on some good tips, tarnished those relationships to copulate a no good chick. Now I'm sitting with my head in my hands, reminiscing while the good times playing. I guess I finally understand that a man need a woman, and a woman need a man if we gone keep it honest. But am I having selfish intents to want someone to come and share me with this, a lifestyle of continuous twist? Even though I promise permanent bliss, I can't forget to mention that loving me is a continuous risk. But hold my hand and I vow to try to do better, one day we'll walk away together.

This girl told me she loved me, I had to wonder if she meant it, did she realize the type of man she was getting. All I wanted to do was chase cash and drink liquor, while running behind dreams that I made when I was little. My heart was pumping wanting more, my mind was telling me to change, but my spirit was afflicted so my soul was telling me to bang. Didn't wanna hurt her but I didn't wanna lose her, so I did the best I could to hold on to her. Now I'm looking for a new one, will somebody please touch me, a Hoodsta got feelings will somebody please love me? The last one that loved me ended up ended up saying face me, the judge gave me a date that wasn't ever coming. I guess I broke so many hearts that it came back on me, had a lot of sex still ended up lonely. Now if I could only get one woman to pray, and mean every word when she finally say it......

Johnny L. Jones 5703226
Staten Island, NY
From the beginning my destiny was written and I abused
the feelings of others
Only to come to this point in my life where the true me has
been uncovered
Remember the days when the world revolved around me and
what "I" wanted to do
That's such a far cry from my wishing, I could share the world
with you
How could emotional attachments become so emotionally jumbled
I guess this comes with growth and being emotionally jumbled
Sometimes I sit and wish I could change past actions but I know
that's wishful thinking
Wouldn't it be wonderful though, if life could be as easy that's
blinking
Once protected twice cleansing without even giving it a thought
Months on month without you feels as though I've reached a
drought
All the days I thought I had it all together and feeling like
the big man
Now I look back and see those were days I was playing
I can clearly see how foolish we are at times
Willing to deceive without the least bit of regret in the heart or mind
Increasing bad karma planting bad seeds
Loving every moment of unethical morals and deeds
Leaving that behind, faulty ways must be smothered, everything I
didn't know was inside of me has finally been uncovered
In Complete Thought

At once everything turns into something that it didn't seem to be. All of a sudden the noise begins and it's an end to peace. Maybe the noise was there all along and I didn't wanna hear it. Maybe it would've been immaterial if I wouldn't have let it near me. Either way it goes it there and it must have always been.

The true reason why I'm constantly saying and feeling that I have no friends, an outsider to the world. Yahweh please keep your hands on my life. I can't relate to most of these mortals that's been in and out of my life. Damn! My head is hurting, am I thinking to much, too hard, too long.

Should I put this pen down and rest or should I continue to go on.

It's a wrap for the moment; for the moment it's a wrap.

Still, I remain positive and constantly find a way to survive and adapt.

Changing and growing the way we all must do if we hope to achieve and advance.

Paving a way for the generation that's still to come and needs to understand.

Johnny L. Jones
206 State Circle
Union City, IN 47391
7819 N.W. 228th St.
Rainford, FL 32026
Forever

Permanent, Indefinitely, Eternally, Forever
Could those four words hold meanings so deep that some will never comprehend?
Words that barely justify an emotion that was never asked to begin
Or would it be wrong for someone to expect this kind of commitment from someone else?
When the person asking has no idea what would happen while he/she is not there
I'm just asking because those words define so much it's almost unthinkable
Think about it; Permanent, Indefinitely, Eternally, Forever
Now do you see what I mean?
Maybe it's just wishful thinking but these are the words I seem to need
At the same time though I'm not even sure that I'm completely worthy of this
Do you think I deserve something that's permanent?
Can someone offer me anything Indefinitely?
Would I appreciate something Eternally?
Should I even have anything Forever?
I'm not even sure so I won't even pretend
But I do know I could stay beside you this way to the end
I'm positive that the way I feel will last as long as the river flows
My spirit will search for yours through good and bad, highs and lows
As long as you're willing, if you're willing I want to see us together
Happily beside each other with a permanent love that's built to last Indefinitely
eternally and forever.

Johnny L. Jones (Trell)
Johnny L. Jones &#34;Stic" VS5-226
17 Million
Having a good day is good
Having a week is better
Having a good month is wonderful
Having a good year is marvelous

But just to have a good friend is more then words can express
A good friend will last for eternity

Johnny L. Jones (Trell)
Johnny L. Jones V15226
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Slowly Fading Away

One of the hardest things in this world to do is watch someone you love as they slowly die and fade away. To see their body deteriorate and not being able to do anything about it...hard.

One day I had a visit from some of my people and I saw it in her eyes, I saw it in her face before she even told me. A part of me honestly believes that I knew it before that day. Subconsciously I was warned, prepared.

That didn't make me love her any less, in fact, it made me love her that much more. She could never be an outcast in my eyes but that was something she feared. The world had already given her too much of it's back. Although I couldn't exactly say I felt her I could comprehend and relate on some level. That feeling of slowly dying, slowly fading away, while the world kept moving is one that I've had. I guess she's in her own prison.

So to everyone that has this terrible disease that she has. This disease that I believe is man made. I want you all to know, I hold you all close to my heart. I've never been through it and I pray daily it never shows up but I do know it gets painful. I do know it makes you feel alienated, some people don't understand it and many are afraid to try, but don't let the ways of others kill your spirit. Pray daily and do what you can to make the best of the life that you do have left.

And to everyone in this world that shies away from the people afflicted with this disease; it's time to step up and embrace. As they slowly fade away, we must reach out and help the sparkles spark. Bringing smiles to faces that rarely smile. Putting the stars in eyes that rarely shine. Think about if the situation was reversed...

...Think about the whole situation...

I love you and you know it for you...
More Then Anything (T.Y.)

Wonderfully Created by A wonderful Creator
While the wilderness calls as she strives for greatness
More then anything she wishes to elevate
Mentally, Spiritually, Emotionally Invigorate
Vowing to live for self protection repressing attachments of Feelings
Trust has died as the sadness settles and the heart becomes bitter
Men seems to be the adversary, the villain whose unsympathetic
She's been deceived and discriminated against No longer willing to accept
As the roots of her hair dug in the soil of her skull
The faces continue to entwine and bud
Her strength is found
No longer being suppressed No longer remaining silent and still
The true essence of her, the fire that burns within desires to be revealed
She recognizes the falsehood of Nihilism, her alleviation comes through meditation
Subconsciously, More then anything peace and contentment Iterating
Experiencing the spirit but refusing to accept all the spirit produces
Hiding in the open Civilly reclusive
Falling while Climbing, Swimming with her head above water but drowning
Refusing a hand, the Feeling or thought of a debt to anyone profounding
So insightful Intelligent Knowing wise
So stubborn Confused blind
More then anything else she's over protective of herself
More then anything else I want to show, she is loved and honored
Recognized and respected by someone else

Johnny L. Jones (Trell)
"Stac"
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Two Compatible - Uncompatible Hearts

When two hearts agree exactly in value, having the necessary strength or ability to beat in unison, it is a blessing. From the highest and Nothing or No one should be able to come between that.

Two people can smile and rejoice together, prompting the culture that has kept great grand mother and great grand father together.

Think about that for a minute... Isn't that Steve Wonder wonderful and lovely?

Knowing that your soul can relax in perfect harmony and peace; allowing your spirit to dwell in a state of ease.

That's what I had... A perfect feeling from the heart to the soul and you're the one who gave me that.

Then two hearts disagreed and started feeling. The friendly touches and words faded and started dying.

One heart soon became quiet while one began to make the inarticulate sounds of grief and pain that usually accompanied by tears feeling left out for dead but unwilling to travel about. Especially in search of adventure; not wanting to stray from a proper course or standard. Not given to conversation but truly yearning for inspiration: Motivation. Does this make any sense at all?

From love blessed by Yahweh to beef inspired by the world. How can two exist in the same heart and soul?

One must go... Think about that for a minute... Isn't that music... soul child love sad?

This may not make sense to the masses but you and I know and that all that really matters.

We don't wanna beef with you... Can we agree on that? Johnny L. Jones
Lord Please Bless My Journey

No one ever said that life was easy
Who knew it would or could be so hard
Being born in a world of sin and before you even start teething
Your mamma and daddy are both behind bars
Where is mommy? Where is daddy?
Wouldn't anyone ask these questions?
Who knows what you'll be told to keep you happy and to keep you from stressing

Lord Please Bless My Journey
The picture is being painted
Is anyone truly paying attention?
The innocent has been tainted
In my mind it’s Crystal Clear and Vivid; more then an Image
The sorrow that is hidden
The smiles that are shown
Is Austin really forgetting
That momma and Daddy may never come home?

Lord Please Bless My Journey
The road is rough and bumpy
The load is heavy and bumpy
Everything seems to be crumbling
We have to hold on to something
There's nothing I can do
To make it lighter or to smooth it out
Witnessing this Journey from a distance
With only prayers & send out
Years have passed and it seems like only last week
From the first position to walking and now being able to speak
They say she's my child. And I don't know what truth
I'll rather chance claiming her before I chance denying someone so pure
Never did I Imagine I would cause so much pain
I've left my Baby Girl without me and Journey is her Name
After the If's

If I could tell you everyday as long as we live I will never stop loving you.
That is something that I am more then willing and ready to do
If you don’t feel beautiful at all times, think about the last time you heard it from me

What's up Beautiful? How you doing Beautiful? I love you beautiful. Now do you see?

If a few words from me could pull us together please smile when I say them

Make sure that I catch on so I will never forget to replay them
If we could press rewind, If I could try it again, If you would allow it
Your shine could be our shine And My shine would constantly blossom
If you only wanted to prove that some If's can turn into dids and do's
Before the world read this it would have been sent to you
If you are reading it now I pray you are smiling out and within
If you are then there’s a chance I will have my shine again

Johnny L. Jones
Sinc
A million

Johnny L. Jones
V15226
Ma Wookie

The day you were born was a day of blessings 
The Angels sang songs and taught the baby angels lessons 
You are one of the greatest creations of God's hands 
A perfect symbol of his divine love and his ultimate plan 
Year after year you've been constantly blessed 
Given the opportunity to celebrate in the midst of all the mess 
Year after year you've been allowed to enrich other lives 
As a friend, mother, mentor, girlfriend or common law wife 
Everyday I pray for you and thank the Creator 
You've been my encouragement and my biggest motivator 
Over the years many have turned and love was not shown 
When it came to you I always knew your love would stay strong 
The tribulations and trials bring us closer the struggle kept you fighting 
The power you possessed was contagious and I admit I like it 
You're my everything and I'll do anything to show and prove 
Ma Wookie I love you and I'm sorry for hurting you.

Johnny "Stac" Jones (2011) 
Johnny L. Jones 2016
I Know God Got me

When all else fails and it seems there is no where to turn
while I'm feeling confused and so eager to learn
When I know deep down that everything will turn out fine
Even though I'm incarcerated and men sentenced me to a lot of time
I Know God Got me

When I do or say something that others don't agree with
And the ones that say they love me and are closer free away speedily
Leaving me to face the situation I put myself in on my own
Giving me a reason to say "I know it wouldn't last long"
I Know God Got me

When the funds are low and I can't offer or receive a helping hand
And prayers are the only reason I keep the strength to stand
When stress comes and depression seems like it is not that far away
All I do is keep hope alive by never losing faith
I Know God Got me

I stare at the wall and the ceiling and talk to the one that created
I pour my troubles out to him and let him deal with the ones that thinking
and hating
Refusing to play a game to be accepted by the worlds religious masses
Never betraying myself by giving the answer the desire when they start question asking
Knowing that if I'm gonna pray, worry I must deny
So I continue to travel this road, learning as I live, never live a lie
Bowing down to the only one that I knew will always keep it real
Regardless of what "they" say, "they" think or how "they" feel
I know the only one I have to justify anything to is him
I Know God Got me

Johnny L. Jones US226
Reasons To Thank God

Another day that my eyes have opened
Another chance to walk and speak words that's chosen
My mind is still in tact, all my senses are in tune
I have been able to send up prayers and praise in the morning and noon
No worries necessary and I know my situations are settled
A long way I have come, he truly has made me better
My body feels no pain and the doctors say I'm in good health
Test results came negative so taking any kinds of meds are rare
My family is being taken care of even while I'm away
Sometimes its a struggle but they make it through each day
At times I receive mail, God touched somebody heart
Even when its not a letter and its just a few words written in a card
My sleep's are not fithful, rest comes easy and sweet
I can walk around with my head high not worry about anything happening to me
A breath of fresh air is another day to hope and keep the faith
While a simple hello and God Bless you brings a smile to the face
Some wonder how I can smile and rejoice even when times seem so hard
And to me that is just another reason for me to thank God.

Johnny L. Jones
Johnny L. Jones (Ret)
"F.T.F.C."
A Million
Alone

As the night kisses the morning and the sun begins to wipe the cold from its eyes
I find myself accepting hugs from dew filled and my mind turns on its axis in over time
My solitude kisses in and the confines are more then eager to be felt
This ain't living, this can't be life, more has to come before I reach death
Contemporaries exclude me due to my failures in certain areas and my openness in others
But a perfect man there has never been and there's no such thing as half goodness
So even as I pen this, my "o" side is battling to get released, Crying to speak out
While spirits lay dormant that I really need to find ways to speak about
But even as darkness fades into lighter shades and songs get sung by Blue Jays
The fan blows and the light glows but still my soul is in disarray
Old wounds resurface and past hate or anguish caused by deceit lifts its head and gnaws at my inside
I find myself wishing, wanting, searching and begging for a display of love to come from some side
The emptiness and hollowness is finally becoming too much to bear
Now I understand the emotional conflict that comes from watching "good time friends" disappear
Struggle relates understand, so they feel what I feel, coming from deep within
Trust dies, loyalty fngers with a vow to never get crossed again
In the end it amounts to nothing and the world continues to spin
Going on as though alone should have never been allowed in while I agree, I understand, it just like a child, it never asked to be born

Johnny L. Jones 2023
Perfectly UnPerfect

Seeking contentment, betterment desired
What I haven't seen in myself, I pray I see in those I've Sired
Understanding while the curtains are pulled apart
Enlightenment without first being afflicted with wounds from
outta the dark

Immaculately groomed without a silver spoon
In the midst of corruption and confusion still consciously in tune
Peace from the blood shed filled with convictions of the undead
Socially acceptable intellectually ahead
Undamaged by the adolescent betrayals sufferings and pains
Unaffected by societal discriminations and insufficient mind frames

Perfectly UnPerfect

Johnny L. Jones
V15A26
My Word My Belief

I said I would and I did
not because I could but because
I said I would....

Note: Give your word power by always standing by it. Do whatever it takes to keep it. With yourself and others.

Johnny L. Jones
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More Than Just Another Nigga

Johnny L. Jones

Intellecually Richend Sophisticated mind/When I grind it's a grind for more than just a shine
Wanna see my whole family with it/And open doors for those that affiliate with me
So many peninentry Chances taken just trying to make it/And doing time was my last vacation
A base of my observation you procrastinating/Thinking Crime the only way to make it
So ain't no patiently waiting no mo time for pacing/I'm on the move like it's time for racing
Take a look at the nation Understand my occupation/Is defined by what feed the babies
The moves in making got a outcome predestinated/I can see it that visualization
Understand my statements I'm laying the basics/If we the whole world to have to Face it

"In More Than Just Another Nigga"

A fraud man I stand wit my gun in hand/wit reasons to spare him steady running through my head
Is it worth it? If I decide it is does that make me imperfect? Will pulling the trigger curse me?
All I know is gun I learn money Chasin/Macin a chic For copulation I'm just relating
The fact of the matter is, my environment put me in predicaments/where I had to handle shit
But In more than just another nigga that wanna run the street/I know the true definition of love and loyalty
The code of a G I understand perfectly/It's been in me breded in me before I heard of the streets
So pay attention when a Hoodsta speak I done earned the authority to use a bar and give you a "V"
Never sleep on one like me/It runs through me deep Can't you see

I'm more than just another nigga

Johnny L. Jones
My Lil Homie (My Son)  
Johnny L. Jones

This 4 My First born T.iagnum you know 1m Crazy bout your/ You my Sun, My 
Cuz, My Li Homie, My Rida. 
I hate I had to miss times behind times I was jammed up/I hate I had to 
miss chances to teach you how to man up 
But I promise you I neve forgot about you at all/That's why 64 you could write 
I still wrote if I couldn't call 
If I only had a dollar I would split it with you/You & Journey get 49 Im good 
With two 
Its true love like everytime I see one of your pictures/I see you getting bigger 
and in within I was there with you 
Sittin on my bunk Vivin to the music and Chillin/blowed like a horn sharin up at 
the ceiling 
Wonderin what you hoping you good in school/Prayin you don't get Caught up with 
the wrong 17 dudes 
Prayin you don't get Caught up the same way I did/I done heard it's worse when 
it comes to your kids

You my Li Homie I love you to death, Forgive me for the times I 
wasn't there. I know sometimes it seemed like I didn't Care, but 
I swear Im right here

Im so proud of you Li Homie I want you to Know/You touched me to my 
heart with that Li Hymne you wrote 
You ain't seen your Dad in 4-5 years you know what Im living/Friends turn they 
back on you then you think they trippin 
You probably don't remember that but I ain't throw it away/I still got that same 
letter Right now til this day 
That's when you told you was Crazy bout that Li Wayne/I told you P.I.E.S.B.G 
Jeezy Spilt that game 
Never forget none of the times we had/Fixing it up at the Lake you 3 Dad 
I sent them pictures up the road to T.J and Jah/Mario from Arkansa and to dolph 
I asked you which ones to send/And you told me all of em if them beys my friends 
I just smiled and ain't Say Nothing/Raige Say Yeah, thats Li Johnny
In Our Times

At times we get lost and we don't know which way to go
at times we reap from harvest what we didn't intentionally sow
at times our pride gets in the way of rational thought
at times our patience is tested and we forget everything we've been taught
at times we feel stranded as though we are all alone
at times we feel as though we don't have the strength to carry on

These are the times we should pray and ask God for direction
These are the times we should seek forgiveness and count on Him
for protection
When pride gets in the way, it's time to humble ourselves
Taking the time to remember we won't get tempted beyond what
we can bear
So we praise Him all the time and thank Him for the ones
that remain a true friend
We learn from those times and use it as strength for the times
that we're in.

Johnny L. Jones (Trell) 2011
Johnny L. Jones 2015 2026
Points of Collaboration

Heartbeats racing. Emotions escalating.
Thoughts coincide, pride being put aside.
The past being left behind, future left to find.

As the wind blows and the river flows.
The clouds roll, the sun glows.
The rain falls, the ground dissolves.
What was once ends as what is evolves.

Points of Collaboration

The mind begins to accept the changes.
From not wanting and not caring to seeking more and becoming famous.

There was a time when love was lost.
Then times came where the same was sought.
Who can say where it begins or where it truly ends.
Words were spoken and things were chosen but was it ever truly about friends.

From the beginning it was written.
Something inside was silently creeping.
Souls spoke in volumes when eye contact was made.
What was meant was already in its second or third stage.

Points of Collaboration

Being able to ride was without a question.
At the time we didn't even know that was part of the blessing.

Conscious meeting subconscious soulbody reaching for the spirit.
The flesh being left behind as we aim to please what's in it.

Your words, my words, your thoughts, my thoughts.
Your feelings, my feelings, love was unknowingly sought.

Touched by an angel to how it seems when you're left with that inspiration.

You end up wondering when, where and how you ever collaborated.
Symbols of Love

Soft touches, Gentle caresses
Heightening the senses, Sending sensations down to your deepest sections
Enchanting glances, mesmerizing stares
Defining things past present or to get futures shared
Words whispered, statements declared
The vibe was right before the fruits were bore
Respect shown, trust earned
Allowing loyalty the opportunity to learn
Commitment agreed, dedication volunteered
Connections made that can continue to strengthen over the years
Common goals, united plans
Expenditures experienced together hand in hand

Symbols of Love

Passionate days, Erotic nights
Bodies entwined Causing souls to ignite
Sensual thrusts, Intensive pounding
Foreshadowing Climaxes to be released Astounding by
Vells of pleasure, grants of fulfillment
Signifying the joy from an adventurous and thrilling rendition

Symbols of Love

Empty Feelings when separated
Can't wait to be united again
Simple days feel like a celebration
Here's to toast to being lovers and friends
Self no longer comes first
Sharing decisions about everything
Heart so filled it might burst
All in a four letter word name
Sympathizing with another
There is no such thing as only your pain
Two hearts beating with each other
We feel, we need, we desire
Symbols of love are our things

Johnny L Jones

"$10" million
Black Sun (Shine In Darkness)

I Am A Black Sun
I have, do, I will shine even in darkness
Inside me had been black but God has always been shine his light on me
Giving me the opportunity to shine from within

I Am A Black Sun
I have, do, I will shine even in darkness
From the deepest depths that this world has to offer
Other then the grove, I shine

I Am A Black Sun
I have, do, I will shine even in darkness
At times I am subdued
Covered by the rain clouds but if you look hard enough you'll find me

I Am A Black Sun
I have, do, I will shine even in darkness
In the worst of times I glow
Finding the strength to live up to my potential

I Am A Black Sun
I have, do, I will shine even in darkness
Giving light to those that need to see
Providing nourishment for those that wish to eat

I Am A Black Sun
I have, do, I will shine even in darkness
Even while I am being held hostage as an Inmate in Florida D.S.C.
Mentally, spiritually and emotionally I remain with you all that's on the other side of these walls and Gates
I will not stagnate, nothing will stop me from shining

Johnny L. Jones
The END... For Now

Thank you all for reading and I look forward to your questions or comments and giving you more.

Johnny L. Jones (Trell)
"Stac"
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